
Crystal Kay, Lead Me To The End
lead me to the end

tell me...will it end?

I need you here with me
but love is still here
what can we do

tell me

help me in the end
will it end?
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

== Romaji ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
anata no kotoba ga
umaku kikoenai
kokoro no dokoka me wo fuseta no

kawaita ESUPADO-RYU
hikaru suna koborete
futari wa aruku dake

oshiete hyakunen mo mae no kagayaki
hoshitachi wa ikitsudzukeru noni
watashitachi mayou no wa naze
lead me to the end

hazushita PIASU no mimi ga
karusugite
anata no kata ni motareta kedo

yoake wa furugi no you
futari wo tsutsumu kara
koi wa hagureta mama

onegai ashita sae kinou no tsudzuki
sagashimashou jikan no meiro de
watashitachi nakushita mono wo
tell me...will it end?

I need you here with me
but love is still here
what can we do

oshiete hyakunen mo mae no kagayaki
hoshitachi wa ikitsudzukeru noni
watashitachi mayou no wa naze  tell me

onegai ashita sae kinou no tsudzuki



sagashimashou jikan no meiro de
watashitachi nakushita mono wo
help me in the end
will it end?
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

== Translation ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
I can't hear your words clearly
Somewhere in my heart, I looked down 

The shining sand spilled into
our dry espadrilles
but we just walked

Tell me, the light ahead even of a 100 years
Although the stars continue to live,
why are we the ones who are lost?
lead me to the end

My ear, removed of earrings, is light
&amp; I rested on your shoulder

Because daybreak wraps us up like old clothes,
love is stays out of sight

Please... even tomorrow is a continuation of yesterday
Let's search for what we lost
in the labyrinth of time
tell me...will it end?

I need you here with me
but love is still here
what can we do

Tell me, the light ahead even of a 100 years
Although the stars continue to live,
why are we the ones who are lost?  tell me

Please... even tomorrow is a continuation of yesterday
Let's search for what we lost
in the labyrinth of time
help me in the end
will it end?
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